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Practice   QUIZ 2 Ling 205. This  will give you an idea of what to expect this year.  

For questions 1 through 10 half of each will be blank 
Questions 1 through 10: Fill in the missing column.  If the symbol is missing, fill it in 

(with diacritics, if necessary). If the symbol is given, fill in the description, including any 

detail provided by the diacritics.  

For vowels, use  HAR terms only avoid tense and lax here.  Some former typos are 

corrected in bold. 

Question Description  IPA (narrow) 

Symbol 

1) (partly) devoiced dark  lateral approximant …• 

2) Syllabic alveolar nasal ǹ̀ 

3) Nasalized lower mid front unrounded vowel E) 

4) Half-long higher low central unrounded vowel !> 

5) Voiced alveolar flap (tap) R 

6) Rounded voiceless retroflex affricate 

[This symbol will NOT appear on the quiz in 2006] 

tßW 

7) Higher high back rounded vowel u 

8) (Lower) low front unrounded vowel Q 

9) (Higher) low back rounded vowel Å 

10) Lower high back rounded vowel U 
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Part 3: Live transcription. Provide a broad transcription of consonants and vowels For 

the narrow transcription, only consonants need to be narrow, the vowels can stay the 

same.  

General notes  

My barred [I] and barred [i ]are used to explicitly denote reduced vowels 

With qualities similar to [ I ] and [i] respectively. 

Students may vary between barred [i ]  ordinary [I] and [´] without penalty. 

 

 

Number Broad transcription Narrow transcription 

1 »narDi 

A 

 

»narDi 

A i 

 

2 »k!ptIk 

                            ´ 

»kH!p|tIk 

tH ´ 

3 »pudl´«mow 

I 

»phudl´«mow 
I 

4 bI»ZejdIf 

 ´      R´ 

bI»ZejRIf 

b8 

5 »tSEnt´n »tSEn/tǹ 

second [t]optional 

 

Note: in both broad and narrow transcription reduced  I  can be noted as barred I and 
schwa ´ is an acceptable alternative . Similarly i and barred i can be interchanged.  

None of these  these should not have stress marks. 


